Agenda Items:

I. Old Business
   A. Follow up on Faculty Concerns
      i. Communication—no information is passed down
      ii. Climate
         i. Faculty need to feel welcome; is there any type of welcome event?
         ii. Continued challenges with AA
         iii. People who supported him in the past no longer do (will not go visit)
             a. The perception is he only sits in his office and is not engaged
                with the faculty
             b. Does not take responsibility
      iii. Policies and Procedures—thank you

II. New Business
   A. Faculty Resources--$ for classes, keys
      i. Computers
      ii. Keys
         i. Cost to replace
         ii. New order of signatures (similar to travel policy)?
         iii. Where’s the comment period for the policy? How is this communicated?
         iv. Attitude
      iii. Orientation—there wasn’t one
         i. Retreat—no opportunity for feedback.
   B. Faculty Concerns
      i. Budget
      ii. Satisfaction Survey

C. At peers, 17% of every dollar spent on instruction goes to administration; this is 29% at WSU system-wide. Our percent needs to come down. Looking into avoiding administrative duplication across campuses (fac senate summary 4/23/18 from Cheryl Jenson)

email: Sandra to John to Martin to Paul to me